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OutlinesOutlines

►►Basics of microarraysBasics of microarrays
►►GenomeGenome--wide expression analysiswide expression analysis
►►Recent developments in microarray Recent developments in microarray 

technologytechnology
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Basics of microarraysBasics of microarrays

►► DNA attached to solid DNA attached to solid 
support (printing)support (printing)

Glass, plastic, or nylonGlass, plastic, or nylon

►► Target:Target:
Labeled cDNA or RNALabeled cDNA or RNA

►► Probe: Probe: 
cDNA arraycDNA array
Oligonucleotides arrayOligonucleotides array
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HybridizationHybridization
►► Process by which complementary strands find each Process by which complementary strands find each 

other other AA––T and CT and C––G base pairingG base pairing..
►► Dependent on temperature, salt, sequence, and Dependent on temperature, salt, sequence, and 

concentration.concentration.
►► Between complementary strands of RNA and DNABetween complementary strands of RNA and DNA

Or two complementary DNA strands.Or two complementary DNA strands.
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Target labelingTarget labeling

►► Target Target --cDNAcDNA
cDNA made using reverse cDNA made using reverse 
transcriptasetranscriptase

►► Fluorescently labeled Fluorescently labeled 
nucleotides addednucleotides added

►► Use Cy3 and Cy5 as labelsUse Cy3 and Cy5 as labels
Cy3 : greenCy3 : green
Cy5 : redCy5 : red
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Gene expression analysis using a 
DNA microarray

►► FluorescenceFluorescence--labeling : double labeling : double 
labelinglabeling

One sample labeled with Cy3 (control)One sample labeled with Cy3 (control)
Other sample labeled with Cy5 Other sample labeled with Cy5 
(experiments)(experiments)
Fluoresce at different wavelengthsFluoresce at different wavelengths
Used for competitive hybridizationUsed for competitive hybridization
Relative intensity determined using Relative intensity determined using 
laser scannerlaser scanner

DNA
microarray

mRNA

cDNA

samples
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1)1)MatrixMatrix

2) 2) ProbeProbe
(cDNA/oligo (cDNA/oligo 
with known with known 

identity)identity)

3) 3) ChipChip
fabricationfabrication

4) 4) TargetTarget
(fluorescently (fluorescently 

labeled labeled 
sample)sample)

5)5)Fluorophore Fluorophore 
labelinglabeling

nylon nylon 
membranemembrane

oligonucleotioligonucleoti
de(20de(20--80 80 

mer),mer),

cRNA, cRNA, 
(higher (higher 
sensitivity)sensitivity)

Two color Two color 
(Cy5; Cy3)(Cy5; Cy3)

glass slideglass slide cDNAs(>500cDNAs(>500
bp.),bp.), cDNAcDNA One colorOne color

►►in situ synthesis:in situ synthesis:
PhotolithographicPhotolithographic
►►piezoelectric piezoelectric 
(ink(ink--jet)jet)
►►robotic robotic 
depositiondeposition

The types of DNA microarrayThe types of DNA microarray
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Different microarray platformDifferent microarray platform
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Affymetrix GeneChipsAffymetrix GeneChips

►Synthetic Oligonucleotides
Usually 20–25 bases in length (designed by 
computer algorithm )
►Unique in genome
►Non-overlapping

the greater specificity than cDNAs. 

(with ability to distinguish SNP)
10–20 different oligonucleotides for each gene
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A Probe Set for Measuring Expression Level of A Probe Set for Measuring Expression Level of 
a Particular Genea Particular Gene

probe
pair

probe
cell

gene sequence...TGCAATGGGTCAGAAGGACTCCTATGTGCCT...
AATGGGTCAGAAGGACTCCTATGTG
AATGGGTCAGAACGACTCCTATGTG

perfect match sequence
mismatch sequence

probe set
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Different Probe Pairs Represent Different Different Probe Pairs Represent Different 
Parts of the Same GeneParts of the Same Gene

gene sequence
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Millions of DNA strands built up in each location

Actual strand = 25 base pairs

Actual size of
GeneChipfi array

500,000 locations on each GeneChipfi array

AA
1.28 cm

1.28 cm
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RNA fragment hybridizes with DNA on GeneChipfi array

RNA fragments with fluorescent tags from sample to be tested

Source: www.affymetrix.com
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Analysis of hybridizationAnalysis of hybridization

►► Images use colors:Images use colors:
Cy3 : greenCy3 : green
Cy5 : redCy5 : red

►► Results given as ratiosResults given as ratios
Expression ratio =Expression ratio =
(fluorescent intensity of Cy5 (fluorescent intensity of Cy5 
labeled samples ) / labeled samples ) / 
(fluorescent intensity of Cy3 (fluorescent intensity of Cy3 
labeled samples )labeled samples )

►► ResultsResults
·· Green =decreaseGreen =decrease
·· Red = increaseRed = increase
·· Yellow = no changeYellow = no change
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Principle of spotted Principle of spotted 
microarraysmicroarrays

(1) Probe production(1) Probe production
(2) Array printing(2) Array printing
(3) Target labeling (3) Target labeling 
(4) Hybridization(4) Hybridization
(5) Image processing(5) Image processing
(6) Statistical analysis (6) Statistical analysis 
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GenomeGenome--wide expression analysiswide expression analysis

►►Measure RNA levels of all genes in genomeMeasure RNA levels of all genes in genome
►►RNA levels vary with the following:RNA levels vary with the following:

Cell typeCell type
Developmental stageDevelopmental stage
External stimuliExternal stimuli

►►Time and location of expression provide Time and location of expression provide 
useful information as to gene functionuseful information as to gene function
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► Numerous clusters of co-expressed genes, representing diverse expression 
patterns across even this limited set of conditions, are strikingly coherent in 
their cellular functions
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Analysis of cellAnalysis of cell--cycle regulation cycle regulation 

►► Yeast cells stopped at Yeast cells stopped at 
different stages of cell different stages of cell 
cyclecycle

G1, S, G2, and MG1, S, G2, and M

►► RNA extracted from RNA extracted from 
each stage.each stage.

►► Control RNA from Control RNA from 
unsynchronized cultureunsynchronized culture
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► Numerous clusters of co-expressed genes, representing diverse expression 
patterns across even this limited set of conditions, are strikingly coherent in 
their cellular functions
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CellCell--cycle regulated genescycle regulated genes

►► Treatments in different Treatments in different 
panelspanels

►► CellCell--cycle stages are color cycle stages are color 
coded at topcoded at top
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Recent developments in microarray 
technology
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OnOn--chip chromatin immunoprecipitationchip chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP(ChIP--onon--chip)chip)

► The protein is then 
precipitated using an 
appropriate antibody. 

► Subsequently, all protein is
removed by digestion and the 
DNA molecules are labeled.

►On hybridization to a 
representation of the genome, 
the origin of the precipitated 
DNA-fragments can be 
deduced from their binding 
positions (indicated by the red 
spot on the array).
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Comparative genomic hybridization Comparative genomic hybridization 
(CGH) (1/2)(CGH) (1/2)

► Two genomic DNA 
samples (sample A 
and B) are labeled 
with different 
fluorophores (red and 
green). 

► If a particular region 
is present in more 
copies in one of the 
two samples, 
equivalently more 
labeled fragments are 
generated. 
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Comparative genomic hybridization Comparative genomic hybridization 
(CGH) (2/2)(CGH) (2/2)

► The difference in 
copy number can be 
detected by a 
competitive 
hybridization of both 
samples to an array 
of genomic fragments. 

► In this example, a 
stronger red signal 
component is yielded 
at region 2.
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ExpectationExpectation

►We can expect functional genomic maps in 
the coming years to include information on:

Transcription 
Translation 
Mutant phenotype
Genotypic variation
Replication
Recombination
Protein DNA interactions and more.
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Thank you for listeningThank you for listening
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